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No 
stopping 
them 
There was -no end 
to the fun these " 
kids were having .,.. : 
shooting ·hoops 
beside Brockman __ , 
Halllastweek.lfthe ·· · 
court was for "the 
use of Xavier 
students only," , , 
they certainly 
didn't know about 
it. 
Senate rejects 
Dybicz as VP 
By GORDON BARTELL 
Xnler New• St•H Writer 
The main business of Student 
Senate when it met last Thursday 
concerned the nomination of Marty 
Dybicz as vice-president. The post 
has been vacant since early 
December when Dave Ellerbrock 
resigned. Student Body President, 
Mike McCaffrey had endorsed 
Dybicz as a person easy to work 
with. · 
After lengthy debate, vote was 
cast by secret ballot and counted by 
Vice Presicent for Student Develop-
ment Rod Shearer. The results were 
6 for, 8 against and I abstention, 
with Senator Beth Younger absent. 
Dybicz' defeat was apparently based 
on the idea that he would use his new 
position as a springboard to the 
presidency. He indicated this was not 
necessarily the case. 
DropPed by the Senate was the 
clause in the rules for student elec-
tions which prohibits the candidacy 
of students on disciplinary or 
academic probation. Rod Shearer 
recommended that the Senators also 
seek through the Board of Un-
.dergraduate Studies to change a 
similar rule in the Student Hand-
book. 
Dybicz' nominaticm was 
scheduled for reconsideration at the 
Wednesday, February 12, meeting of 
Senate, as of the Xavier News' press 
time. 
The Senate failed to approve the 
Mardi Gras Weekend budgetassub-
mitted by Social Chairman Doug 
McGrath. The price of the band was 
in question, along with the low cost 
of-beer compared to the higher cost 
of pop. Several Senators voiced con-
cern that the weekend would become 
Senate to· page 8 
• One of the r'nore interesting aspects ,...,_.,,.,,~ Jesuit COmmunity 
of dormitory life concerns the... se~k-s sap-
By JOYCE SCHREIBER 
Xnter Newa Stefl Wrller 
"Do you want to come down and 
play "Hearts" later on? 'Cause 
there's really nothing to do. 
Everybody's just sitting around ... " 
Perhaps you've heard this· or 
something like it walking·down the 
hall of your favorite dorm. Students 
all caught-up with studies have dis-
covered (or perhaps rediscovered) 
the pastimes of card or board games. 
One might even be able to predict the 
nature of a floor or wing by the 
games they play. . 
Last year's (and some of this 
year's) Brockman third floor in-
habitants were notoriously known 
Education 
Department 
prepares it-
self for 
evaluation 
By JOHN LECHLEITER 
EdHar·ln-CIIIel 
Games people play arate incorporation 
for their marathon games of"Risk". 
When.some of these people ventured 
forth to other parts of the campus 
they dared to ask, "Can I bring 
"Risk" along'!",And they. were very 
seldom denied. So, many of us learn-
ed the techniques of this battle game. 
Brockman's basement, devoid of 
R.A. supervision this year, has 
become a floor of gin-rummy and 
poker experts. These aren't your un-
dercover high-stakes gambling 
operations, but some interesting 
contests do develop. 
Speaking of card games did you 
realize that "Hearts" is becoming 
one of the most popular games in 
this country? It certainly is popular 
Xavier, as a privat.e university, is . 
not subject to regular scrutiny by 
government agencies in most of its 
academic departments. Among the 
few cases where there . is such 
scrutiny, the evaluation of the 
Education Department by the Ohio 
Department of Education is perhaps 
the most extensive-and most im-
portant. 
Xavier's elementary and secon-
dary teacher education programs 
must meet with state approval before 
the university is allowed to grant 
Ohio certification to its education 
graduates. Under the revised 
regulations of 1972, each Ohio 
college or. university offering teacher 
certification is subject to review by . 
the state every five years. Evaluation 
of the Education program at the Un-
iversity of Cincinnati under this new 
procedure led to its being put on one-
year probation in the early fall of 
1973. More recently, Wilmington 
College suf(ered a similar fate. 
Xavier's evaluation 18ter in the 
.spring will be its first under the new 
on the fourth floor of Kuhlman. 
Memories of games that started at 
3:00 A.M. when some members of 
the wing came in last year were 
revitalized the other day upon dis-
covering that Kuhlman's 4th floor 
has virtually the best established 
floating "Hearts" game in the dorm. 
Accompanying conversations go 
something like this: 
"We'll see you in my room about 
10, OK? 
"How come? We played in my 
room last night". 
"Yeah, but your room's too cold. 
Games to page 8 
regulations. According ·to Dr. 
Roman Schweikert, head of Xavier's 
Education Department, previous 
state reviews of the education 
department were very informal-"a 
one afternoon sort of thing." 
The upcoming study, in contrast, 
will be much more thorough. The 
Education Department is required, 
first of all, to submit a lengthy report 
to the state by late March. The 
report is divided into seven sections, 
each corresponding to a particular 
section in the state's own guidelines 
governing Education curricula. 
Then, on April 14-16, ap-
proximately fifteen state appointed. 
evaluators will visit the campus for a 
first-hand inspection of the 
program. According to Schweikert, 
this group will be divided into seven · 
"teams" and will be in contact with 
all groups associated with the 
. Education Department, including 
students majoring in Education. 
Schweikert told the News in an in-
terview that he feels the department's 
· Education to IHIII 8 
By JERRY COX 
Xavier New• St•lf Writer 
Discussion is presently under way 
concerning the possiblity of incor-
porating the Jesuits of Xavier U n-
iversity. This process has already 
taken place in other Jesuit in-
stitutions in the United States, 
among them, Fordham University in 
New York. · 
The incorporation would be 
designed to make the Jesuits a 
separate legal entity. As a corpora-
tion, they would more clearly define 
their social position in the eyes of the 
law. 
Fr. Leo Klein, S.J. stated that, un-
der the change, neither the structure 
nor the policies of the University 
would be altered. He added that the 
change is now being brought to dis-
cussion because of any need f<ir 
financial securtiy for the Jesuits 
upon retirement. 
The incorporation process would 
establish the Jesuits as a runctioning 
corporation and would simplity 
their ability to conduct the busine~:' 
of the Jesuit community. ln pa;-
ticular, the process would aid them 
in utilizing tax breaks for donations 
to the Jesuit community. 
Reverend RichardT. Deters, S . .J ., 
Rector of the Jesuit Community, at 
first refused comment to the 
News.Later, he indicated that he 
Jesuit to page 2 
IIIII pfloloiiW .1111 TALUIADGI 
Or. Roman Schweickert is currently ch~lrman of Xavier's E.ducation 
Department. 
this· week 
in the news 
co ...... _,PAUL RANIERI 
Lenten talk series befllns tonlgftt 
Campus ministry will. sponsor a Lenten talk series for the Xavier · 
community and the general public. The series, entitled "The Quest for 
the Historical Jesus: A Modem Approach," consists of six lectures 
taking place on the Thursday evenings of Lent by Reinhard 
Neudecker. SJ. , 
· Neudecker. a member of the Faculty of the ~ontifical Biblical In-
stitute in Rome, received his doctorate in Tbeology (New Testament) 
from lnnsbruck, and is currently working on a Ph.D. in Rabbinic and 
lntertestamental Literature at Hebrew Union College, Cincinnati. He 
has been a guest professor at the Pastoral Institute in Hong Kong, the 
Pastoral Institute in Macau, the East Asian Pastoral Institute in 
Manila and the Catechetical Center in Kyoto (Japan). · 
The six lecture topics are: · · 
February 13: How to read the Bible: a lesson in Hernieneutics. 
February 20: The formation of the Gospels. 
February 27: The Virgin Birth and the childhood story of Jesus. 
March 6: The miracles of Jesus. , 
March 13: The resurrection of Jesus-some remarks about Je~us' at-
titude on divorce. 
Marcb 20: Who was Jesus? 
Each evening session will be held in. Bellarmine Chapel, and will run 
from 7:30 to 9:30p.m. There will be a break in the middle of each ses· 
sion and time for questions and. disc:ussion. · 
Since the first two lectures will lay down principles io govern u~­
derstanding in later Iccture~. campus ministry emphasizes that this is a 
. series and continuity of attendance will be important.~ 
Mathfllllallc. anlfl p,.,;,.,. 
.This year w~l mark the initial presentation of the $100 Robert F. 
~ISSCII MemorJal Fund Award. This memorial award was established 
an 1973 to. honor the memory of Professor Cissell, a member of the 
mathematacs f~culty for twenty-eisht years. . ·. 
The aw~rd L'l mad~ to the undergraduate student who writes the 
~athematacal paper an the area of Quantitative Economics which is -· 
Jiad~~ bes! by ~he.mathematicsdepa~ent. Papers must be typed and 
s~bnutted ·~ dup.licate to Mr. David Trunnell, Hinkle 127. One copy 
w~l be retaaned an· order to establish a collection of all papers sub-
matted. The ~ea~lline for submission is March 25, 1975. All interested 
students are anvated to compete. For further information contact Mr 
Trunnell in Hinkle 127 or call 745-3309. · · 
Brown-bag at·Breen 
On W~dnesdays at 1~0 throughout the spring semester, Breen 
LOdge waH spomor a senes of Danforth 'Foundation "Brown-Bag" 
Lunches. · 
As the tide sugpts,for these .. Brown-Bag" Lunches students; facul-
ty and administrators are asked to pack a lunch in a brown bag and · 
come over to Breen Lodge for an interesting variation on the usual 
gr.ill, cafeteria, faculty lunchroom or faculty lounge luncheon. Breen 
wdl supply coffee, tea and cookies; avid Shamrock Food fans and 
other diehards. are invited to stop in after their usual lunch for dessert 
if they will. ' 
-LIFE PLANNING WORKSHOP 
WEEKEND OF FEBRUARY 22-23, 1975 
VISIT THE PLACEMENT AND 
STUDENT AID-OFFICE FOR DETAILS 
Crack our book 
and stretch 
your bucks. 
Spend a little time studying a Piedmont schedule. 
Then plan a weekend. Out on the ski slopes, 
enjoying an out-of-town ball gam_e, partying with 
~meone special <;>r soaking up the bright city 
lights. Or home wtth the folks. We've got a place 
for you. And a Weekend-Plus Plan to help stretch 
your funds. Just leave on Saturday and return 
before noon Monday. You'll save up to 50% on the 
return portion of your round trip ticket, and fly with 
confirmed reservations to any of over 75 Piedmont 
cities. For information, see your travel agent or call 
Piedmont. Take us up. · 
Application rate down 
froltllast yeafs figure 
Jesuit 
from page 1 
feared that the incorporation would 
be viewed by students as harmful . 
.. What I'm afraid of is that this might 
be understood as our incorporating 
against the Universi~y. which is what 
other Jesuit communities have done, 
and i~ not the way it should be done," 
he siud. 
By RICH LAGNIESS 
X ... N.W.1181tWrllir 
. . . 
Slower than usual: the economy, 
the times, and Xavier freshman stu-
dent applications for next fall ... but 
the attitude of Xavier's Recruiting 
and Admissions OffK:e remains op-
timistic about a healthy enrollment 
for September, ·1975, calling on · 
every university resource to assist in 
recruiting students . who meet 
Xavier's qualifiCations. 
· "Applications are coming in 
slower than in previous years," ex- -
plains Fr. Peter Buschmann, SJ., 
Director of Admission and 
Recruiting, .. but an end-of-January 
prediction of next - September•s 
enrollment is still premature." 
About 350 applications have been 
received,· with approximately 200 
admissions, although an exact tally 
ofthe processed admissions has not · 
yet .been made. Applications not yet· 
approved are in need of applicants' 
credentials for processing. The 
number of applications received by 
the end of January is running about 
SO behind last year's f~gure. . . _ 
In ·the past ·years, January. and 
February have been the peak months 
for processing new admissions. Fr. 
Buschmann explains tlmt. high 
school counselors indicate that · 
students are slower in applying to 
college this year. He is looking 
forward ~o February and March as 
this year's peak months. . 
The 1974 Freshman class had 389 
members, a 14% decrease from the 
previous year. · 
"'ur aim is to reach this figure 
and surpass it," explains Fr. 
Buschmann. Although no absolute 
enrollment goal has been designated; 
the Admission's offK:e is envisioning 
a near SOO enrollment. · 
Study in _ 
Guadalajara, Mexico ' 
The GUADALAJARA SUMMER 
SCHOOL, a fully accredited UNI· 
VERSITY OF ARIZONA program 
wi II offer June 30 to August' g' 
anthropology, art, education -folk: 
lore, geography, history1 govern· me!"~· language and literature. 
Tu1t1on and fees, $190; board and 
ro~m with Mexican family $245. 
Wnte to GUADALAJARA SUMMER 
SCHOOL, 413 New Psychology Un.iversit~ of Arizona, Tucson' 
Anzona 85721. ' 
The Admissions and Recruiting 
Office expresses an ail-out appeal to 
the university to be a positive in-
fluence in recruiting students. A 
greater participation on behalf of 
Xavier students is needed. 
"Personally contacting qualif~ed 
high school prospectives in the 
student's old high school for Xavier 
is one area where the students can 
really help," says Buschmann. The 
Admissions and Recruiting Office 
would also make high school student 
telephone lists available to out of 
town students. Fr, Buschmann 
stresses the word-of-mouth, per· 
sonal contact as· a most valuable 
asset in recruiting new students. 
Xavier's faculty too has evidenced 
a greater participation in recruiting 
for next fall. Fifteen faculty 
members have completed a local · 
telephone contact campaign and an 
out-of-town telephone · drive is 
likewise planned. 
He added that he was "not in a 
pOsition to talk of this atthistime." 
The University President, Fr. 
Robert Mulligan, wasvactioning in 
Florida'and couJd.not be reached for 
comment. . . 
HA88AN MOTOR8. INC. 
88,8 MONTOONKIII't' ROAD 
. CINCINNATI, OHIO .... ,. 
.s, .•• oo Despite -lagging January applica· 
tion figures, the request for Xavier 
Achievement Scholarships is high 
than last'year. Last year there were 10% OFF 
163 applicants for the Presidential on all service and parts to 
Scholarship (Deadline March 1) and X.U. students and faculty 
this year the figure is already over with Identification cards. 
100·;·-----~------~==~========~ 
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Ask About Our 
Student Purchase Plan 
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John Mayall 
loud and .loose 
He had them standing for the first 
·three songs. Although one might at-
tribute this enthusiasm of the crowd 
simply to a desire to regain feeling in 
their posteriors, a more likely reason 
would be the enthusiasm of the 
musicians on stage. John Mayall, 
looking particularly clean-cut in a 
sweater and sport shirt, was ap-
parently having ·a great time. He 
strolled around, intermittently sing-
ing, playing the harmonica.orguitar, 
and directing t~e band. 
The John Mayall concert last 
Saturday night was loud and loose, 
but entertaining. The fieldhouse was 
crowed but not uncomfortably full 
and the people did not seem to mind 
that the sound was roughly com-
parable to listening to a stereo from 
the next room. They came to have a 
good time and that's what they got. 
a review 
Mayall has been at the fore of 
British blues for over a decade, in-
troducing in his numerous bands 
many well-known musicians, 
notably, Eric Clapton, Keefe 
Hartley, Larry Taylor, Jon Mark, 
Johnny Almond, and Don "Sugar-
cane" Harris. This tinie Mayall had 
with him a confident mixture of old 
and new faces, the most notable be-
ing Dee McKinney on lead vocals 
and Rick Vito on lead guitar. 
McKinney sang with a mixture of 
silk ud gravel and immediately 
called to mind Maria Muldaur, Bon-
nie Raitt, and certainly Janis Joplin. 
While listening to her singing with 
Mayall, I was somehow reminded of 
an ancient Johnny Cash and June 
Carter record I own. Vito was good, 
if a bit ~mboyant; no Clapton, but 
a cool professional nonetheless. Also. 
present playing his distinctive brand 
of shrieking electric violin was 
Sugarcane Harris. 
To the obvious disappointment of 
some in the audience, Mayall an-
nounced, after opening with his 
near-classic "Room to Move'.', that 
thereafter the band was going to play 
strictly new material. I must admit I 
was skeptical he could do much 
more that; he already has with three-
chord blues, but various rock and 
folky treatments were also 
presented. Although • all musicians 
were clearly capable, some of their 
solo spots had a tendency to quickly 
outdistance . the players•· im-
aginations. 
Besides the soggy acoustics, the 
fact that the house lights in the upper 
portion of the building remained lit 
throughout the evening did little to 
enhance the effectiveness of the con-
. cert. Never have I experienced 
anything so singularly un-
professional as what occurred· near 
the end of the Mayall performance; 
someone apparently wanted the 
fieldhouse empty by· midnight, and 
to expedite this turned . the house 
lights full up while the band was yet 
.in the middle of a song. This had the 
disconcerting effeet (no pun intend-
ed) of transforming the show into 
what resembled some high-school 
garage band playing in a V.F.W. 
hall. It goes to show how important 
lighting is to this type of concert. 
While on the subject of lighting, 
perhaps it would be well to mention 
the first warmup band. !'April Wine .. 
they called themselves, and what 
they lacked in finesse they made up 
for in paint-peeling volume and 
special effects. Their set began in a 
glare of flash powder and progressed 
to smoke, a revolving mirror ball, 
and a large silver cannon which shot 
confetti into the audience. They end-
ed with another flash and were 
followed by Dog Soldier featuring 
Keefe Hartley. These people were a 
bit more restraine<J and displayed 
some good slow blues pieces reminis- · 
cent of early Eric Clapton in . his 
"Siowhand" days. 
The warmups provided the 
thunder and lightning. Mayall's 
·band forsook the bare chests and se-
quins; they didn't need that to keep 
your attention. 
. -Tom Petre 
er 
course. 
.cr·:····· • ·t;' · 
From one beer lover to: another. 
THE STIIOH IIIEWEIIY COMPANY, DETIOIT, MICHIGAN 41226 
· Thurlder, Feliru•rr 13, 1175 
'········ .!,,· .. ·~ 
Doing 
the British 
blues 
John Mayall and Dee 
McKinney at last Satur-
day's concert. Photos by 
Pat Sayres. 
Spring or Summer Vdcation 
. in New Orleans? 
Stay at the 
OLD 10WI VILLA· 
and . . ' . .... save money. 
Intimate French Quarter villa restoNd to meet your every need. Tour-
1st apartments by the week starting from $100. All feature new _private 
baths and kitchen facilities. Stay in ilie heart of the fabulous French Quarter 
and SAVE MONEY! Send for fre~ brochure. 
616 Ursuline St. New Orleitns, La. 70116 AC(504) 522-1793 
TN- Look For Changes MAD.···. To Come ·On 
Sundays And 
• Thursdays 
BARGAI:N NIGHT 
IS BACK 
BHr and 1oft drlnkllncludecl In Driw of ~IAJon. 
GUYS 3 .. 00 
GIRLS 2.00 
·liqU:OJ.~.25 
wine 1.00 bottle 
JUST 10 MINUTES FROM THE XAVIER CAMPUS 
3225 Madison Road 
East of Oakley Square 2 J.D.'s Required. 
... ··-· ..... -··· -- -··· -~··- -----·-·--··~· .... -~-···~··~·--···-d-.--~ .. ---- .. ~·--·~~-----. 
TOM USHER,. SPORTS EDITOR 
Jerry's last season as a Muskie 
Foley offers comment on basketball season 
What's it like to play center for the 
Musketeers'! Jerry Foley comes 
clean in this inteJView with Nell's 
sports writer Boone Kirkman. 
Foley. who starred in high school 
at Cincinnati Roger Bacon 
transferred "to Xavier from OSU 3 
·years ago. This year Foley again won 
the starting center assignment. Since 
the beginning of the season his in-
di-vidual performances have 
progressed, and,inspiteofa back in-
jury which he incurred in the Detroit 
game, he gave his best performance 
against Wheeling last week. 
-Kirkman: Whllt was your outlook 
. at the beginning of this basketball 
season'! 
Foley: I always go into a season 
very optimistically. both teamwise 
and personally. I don't think we!ve 
played as well as we can play. Our 
biggest thing is inconsiste'ncy. One 
time we'll go out and look very good; 
the next time we'll go out and look 
very bad. We've gotten beat bY, teams . 
that shouldn't have beaten us, and 
lost close games we should have 
won. • 
Kirkman: What was the cause for 
!~sing those close ·games, in your 
opinion'! . 
Foley: The last 5 minutes of every 
game, to me, are.crucial. That's the 
time we've usually lost the close 
ones. A lot of times we'll be close or 
in the leadaridwegettoocautiousor 
not aggressive enough. The offense 
starts standing around and all of a 
s·udden the ball game is over and we 
lose again.· 
As far as getting blown out by cer-
tain teams I don't know why that is. 
For both Notre Dame and Mar-
quette, their defensive pressure was 
the big thing. · 
Kirkman: Was the problem in 
their physical size. or did they play 
the game better? 
, Foley: Probably a combination of 
both. Physically · both teams . were 
superior to us. Every man was 
superior in size, quickness, and jum-
ping ability. When you play. a team 
like that you have to make up for 
deficiencies by playing smart. 
aggressive ball. A lot of times we 
won't play ~mart ball, and a lot of' 
times we aren't aggressive with it 
either. We. become too cautious 
against a team that plays a pressure 
defense, and you're going to .. get 
blown out then for sure. 
Kirkman: When did Xavier play 
well this year? 
Foley: At Canisius we played pret-
ty well. But we did· the best job 
against Detroit. They're a good ball · 
club, physically-probably· better 
than us. But \;Ve played. smart, we 
played aggressively, and you can 
beat the better teams if you play that 
way. 
K-irkman: How do you handle the 
big men; bigger than yourself, on 
teams like Detroit, Marquette, or 
Notre Dame? 
Foley: Whatever our· scouting 
report says is usually what I concen• 
trate on. My whole game is position-
ing; even in rebounding it's position-
ing, because I'm not a great jumper. 
Because of my deficiency injumping, 
I've learned to use my body real well 
to keep my man off the boards and 
give me a chance to· go up for the 
ball. 
Kirkman: Is Xavier playing out of 
it's league? Is the schedule too tough? 
Foley·: Well, that'sa hard question 
to answer. There are other reasons 
for playing a team that I, as a player, 
·cannot be concerned with. I'm sure 
that going to Marquette is ·very 
profitable (or the school and the 
Athletic Department. I think the 
schedule this year is a lot more 
realistic than· in the last two years 
that I've played, and next year it will 
probably become'more realistic. The 
last two years we just played these 
teams (nationally ranked)-one 
right after another-and it gets kind 
of brutal. 
Kirkman: You're put under extra 
pressure as a center, when. the guards 
are controlled. What do you do in 
this situation? · · 
Foley: I've been· told by the coach 
to relieve the pressure. If the guards 
are being pressured out front then 
the center has to go to the top of the 
key to take a pass and turn and face 
the basket and look for a back door 
pass or a forward cutting to the 
basket. 
Kirkman: What about the poten-
tial of Tony Hubbard and Joe 
Sunderman as centers? 
Foley: It's hard to evaluate other 
. players. They both have a lot. of 
potential, there's no doubt about 
that. I think for both of them, ·it's a 
matter of getting more experience 
and getting smarter with the game 
both offensively and defensively. 
That experience only comes with 
time. 
Kirkman: What about the fans-
the . students, faculty, and ad-
·ministration? 
IIILIIII.,LIUII 
Fo~y: Well, I'd like to say thanks. 
l'rti. :sure· there have been some 
students who said the hell with 
basketball, the program stinks and 
other things like that. But there have 
been an awful lot of students and 
teachers who have hung in and back-
ed us all the way. I'll always be 
grateful for that and I know the rest 
of the team appreciates that. 
Intramural 
basketball 
play begins 
• • It taket. 
The Burger Brewing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio 
Page 4 ! \ 
The past week saw the beginnings 
of play in men's five-man and 
women's three-woman league 
basketball. League play· will con-
tinue through the year with play-offs 
and championships sometime after 
Easter break. Games are played 
weeknights in the gym, except 
Wednesdays. Starting times are 6:45, 
7:45, and 8:45, Tuesdays and 
Thursdays, with an additional con-
test scheduled for Mondays at 9:45. 
Due to scheduling, some games are 
played on Friday nites. 
The results for the week ending 
Saturday, February 8, are: AA Mon-
day League: O's Maroder's 63, 
PPL's 43; Bad Company 61, Jerba 
56; Kunda Pins 55, Ragamuffins 5 I. 
Single A Monday League: Daly 
Doubles 66, SharpshooterS 28; Buz-
zards 59, Bill's Grills 17; Beecher 
Tool and Dye 72, Wolf Pack 20. 
Tuesday A League (Am. Lg.): Phi 
Alpha Phi43, The Virtues 13; Henny 
'Penny & Bucks 45, Pure Prairie 
League 25; Pixies 39, Dog Breath 37. 
Tuesday A League (Nat. Lg.): Roll-
ing Rocks 55, Marx Bros. 53; Se-
cond Efforts 51, ·swamp 34; Billikins 
48, Death and Destruction 31. 
Thursday A League (Nat. Lg.): 
Rapidos 53, Hot Feet 33; Zephers 
90, Misfits 49; Jamoc's 49, Cowboys 
48. In women's play, it was Excaliber 
14, Shooting Stars 13; Hustlers 37, 
. W.O.T. 6; Drinking Dribblers 36, 
.Orange Crush 19; Thumpers 42, 5-
East 7. 
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RQTC 
goes 
coed 
By RITA SCHOENFELD 
XIIWI• New• s•n Writer 
Xavier men in military un-
iform are a familiar part of 
the X. U. campus, but 
Xavier women in military 
dress will soon be an equally 
familiar sight. The .uniform 
is, of course, part of the 
Army ROTC program 
which has been offered to 
men at Xavier since 1936. 
Only in 1973 women were 
permitted to enter the 
program. 
Approximately fifteen 
women are currently 
enrolled in ROTC at Xavier. 
Of these, about half are 
Xavier students and the rest 
are students at nearby 
colleges that do not offer 
ROTC. The Xavier students 
involved are: Cheryle 
· Bernhard, Maureen Cherry, 
Paula Wellbrock, Melinda 
Merz and Dianna ·Gentry. 
The ROTC program for 
women does not essentially 
differ from· the program for 
men. Women meet the same 
requirements for entrance 
and survive the same 
academic standards· as the 
men. The same classes in M..,reen Cherry.·ll one of five Xevler women 
military science are attend~d enroll~ In the ROTC progl'llm. 
by both men and women. · 
However, Army regulations for-
bid women in active . combat 
situations; so women are not re-
quired to learn to shoot a rifle. 
Despite its not being required, every 
Xavier wo.man in the progr!lm has 
learned , to shoot ~nd most . have 
received medals for expert 
marksmanship. · 
Sgt. John F. Dingess, rifle team 
and drill instructor, commented on 
the women's "outstanding attitudes 
and eagerness to excell" in the 
program's more physical aspects. 
Capt. Kelley Bennet, recruiting of-
ficer and class instructor, reflected a 
similar outlook on women in ROTC. 
In fact: he said, so many women are 
·entering the. program nationwide 
that the number of women allowed 
to enter may have to be limited in the 
future. "I can foresee the time when 
we would have to limit the number of 
women," he said, "because women 
cannot serve in the largest branch of 
military service-combat arms." 
Most military instructors at 
Xavier. are happy with the change 
allowing participation by women. 
All doubts _concerning a woman's 
ability to handle the physical re-
. quirements were erased by the 
program's first women cadets. 
The Xavier women involved in 
ROTC said they enjoy the physical 
activities sponsor~d by the program 
including canoeing, shooting, and 
'rapelling' down mount~irisides. But 
the reasons they remain· in ROTC_ 
are the , leadership training and 
employment opportunities available 
to ROTC cadets. 
. Maureen Cherry, among the first 
group of women to enroll in ROTC 
at Xavier, summed up the ·views of 
ROTC to page 8 
BECAUSE IT'S THE BIGGEST DIAMOND. 
DOESN;T MEAN IT'S THE .BEST 
Quality, not quantity, is the most important factor 
. in a diamond. An exquisite diamond 
· must be cut to precise proportions to release 
the greatest brilliance or "fire."'We'll show you how 
to select the finest value to fit your 
finances. And whether you buy a large or 
small diamond from us, it will be _the best. 
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It's nob.ody's gain 
The students of Xavier were unfortunately misrepresented by the 
group of Senators who rejected Marty Dybicz as Vice-Presidential 
nominee last Thursday. . 
In illogic that insulted their constituents' intelligence and Dybicz' 
honesty; a certain group of Xavier politicians threw the wrench back 
into the works by defeating Dybicz' nomination. It was hoped, by 
Marty Dybicz especially, that a more reasonable, cooperative at-
titude might prevail in Student Senate this semester. The achieve-
ment in December of student activism with responsible leadership, in' 
the orderly protest of the tuition hike, seemed to promise an end to 
the fnternal bickering and political self-interest that crippled Senate 
through the earlier part of the year. 
No such luck, Xavier. 
Dybicz outlined his intention to work in practical ways for com-
munication, delegation of regponsibility, and trust, as Vice President. 
In the face of Dybicz' own judgement, Senator Tony Maffia argued 
paradoxically, "Why take a good Senator out and put him in a Vice-
Presidential position where he couldn't use his power?" 
Senators Julie O'Donoghue, Rich Russo, Bruce Foley, and former 
Senator Mark Fette all argued, with amazing disregard for the in-
telligence and judgement of the students, that if Dybicz became Vice 
President he would automatically become President in the spring 
elections. They argued that "historically," former Vice-Presidents 
always win the Presidency (despite the fact that only once in the past 
five years has tliis happened, in the election ofT om Zeno, by a margin 
of 13 votes, in 1973). These Senators therefore could not confirm 
Dybicz, because "the voters should make the choice of the next Presi-
dent." All ofwhich is premature in view of the fact that every Xavier 
student can cast a vote at his or her own discretion, in April. 
"Oh yes, you folks are also men-
tioiaed • • • in . a few cutting 
remarks •• ," 
Obviously, these people simply feared that they might allow. 
qualified, and yet not threatening to the delicate pride or political 
plans of these Senators continues, real issues will have to wait. 
Dybicz any slight political advantage toward a Presidental bid. 
Dybicz, as an outstanding Senator, is in a good position to try for the 
Presidency anyway, if he does indeed want that post. The action of his 
opponents was a divisive and small-minded political scramble to 
obstruci any favorable publicity or exposure he might receive by 
assuming the Vice-Presidency. The. Senate, and the ex~cutive 
branch, of Student Government remain without an important func-
tionary; and more, distrust has arisen in the process of the Dybicz re-
The concern that a certain "elite" group may unduly influence Stu-
dent Government was another theme of the group that opposed 
Dybicz. They, however, operated Thursday as a small interest-group 
much preoccupied with power maneuvering, a select few who 
attempted to exert influence for entirely political reasons over a 
government intended to serve students, not individuals' ambitions. 
.Marty Dybicz, associated as he is with such organizations as ,. 
jection. . . 
President Mike McCaffrey wanted Dybicz to work with him. He, 
and the Sentate, need a Vice-President now. No one questioned 
Dybicz' qualification or ability to fill the post. Despite their 
professions of "respect" for him and his motives, and for the students, 
the Senators who opposed Dybicz were misled by political motives 
into an unreasonable action. They have undermined trust within stu-
dent government, and delayed significant progress toward real ser-
Manresa and Campus Ministry (which Mark Fette would have us 
believe to be corrupt), would be too generous to berate his colleagues 
as they deserve. Yet the students should take notice, and the eight 
senators who voted against Dybicz should re-examine theit own 
motives. 
• vice to the .student· body. While a search for a nominee who is 
The proceedings at last Thursday's Senate meeting worked against 
the best interests'of government and of the students. If they also serv-
ed to disillusion or discourage competent student leaders in any way 
from continued service,· then that is Xavier's student's loss-and 
nobody's gain . 
Assistance student imput in the success of this statedthathewantedtogetpeopleto 
project. Jim Tallmadge deal with ''values." Fine theory, SOUght f0. f Tim Lynch difficult. implementation~ Vice 
A • h Presidents don't try to change the evaluatiOnS greeS WJt . world. He wants to replace Roberts 
Rules of Order with informal discus-
Every semester student~ enter Senate vote... sionfollowedbyvoting.Thiswillnot 
courses not fully aware of their con- At last Thursdafs student senate work in groups over ten: cliques will 
tent nor of the particular method of meeting, the senators rejected Presi- naturally form for discussion, with 
approach implemeted by · the dent McCaffrey's nomination of little true discussion resulting 
professor. This situation isdetrimen- ·Marty Dybicz as Vice President. In demagoguery in S!llall groups. He 
taltoprofessoraswellasthestudent. response to criticicisms levelled at admits. be wants to "direct" dis-
Individuals' entering cour:ses not those who rejected the nomination, 1 cussion! Did· you catch that? I 
structured to their specific needs would like to state why 1 agreed with thought VPs moderated meetings, 
often results in frustration and in- this decision. . kept order, and facilitated the flow 
difference on the part of all concern:. First, let -me explain that Marty of information. .I can foresee 
ed. This stifles quality education. Dybicz is an excellent senator, cer- senators losing circulation in their 
For these and other reasons, we feel tainly a rare individuill-active and arins trying to have one chance tQ 
a more complcite knowledge of imaginative in a previous Senate · partici~te, if they are. known to dis-
. course content, class presentation, generally notable for its ramshackle agree With Mr. DybJCZ. He wants 
. required read i rigs, and quality. He is a tireless worker and.' ~"trust"a~d thinkshecaninspirecon-
organizational matter (i.e. very intelligent-:-concerned in an ~de~e. <?ne ca.n:t. trust. a. high 
assignments, testing, etc.) would be apathetic community. 1deabst ~~t~ pobt1cal clout and a 
extremely beneficial in alleviating Rejections ofnominationsaredif- · large followmg. 
these problems. ficult, and some narrow-minded 
This predicament is not unique to chief executives consider them out- Here is the· clincher: the debate 
X a v i·e r. Other universities right defiance. Mr. Dybicz is over Dybicz' presidentialltmbitions. 
throughout the country find respected by all Senators, which In response to Senator Lopez' ques-
themselves in a similar state. Many made it even more difficult to reject tion, he refused to precisely state his 
of these institutions, in an attempt to him, a friend and colleague. would intentions, since he is unclear on 
rectify the situation, have adopted they have rejected a friend for no · possible student teaching on his part 
some form of student-run, valid reason? Mr. McCaffrey waited and personal life. However, he also 
teacher I course evaluation. We from December to February; 1 know refused to state whether he would 
~lieve an organization of concerned in that time a nonpolitical choice re- run if these items were resolved. 
students at Xavier could prod'uce an jected 4 requests. He even cancelled Senator O'Donoghue -raised the · 
evaluation of. this nature which ·the January·7 meeting (no items on stepping-stone theory: while one VP 
would be highly advantageo!JS ·in . the agenda!?). Could: the delay have in three years (Tom Zeno) became 
course selection. Any evaluation, been to gain support for a political President: remember(a) Dave El!er-
howeyer. is totally dependent on stu- nominee? . . . . b~ock res~gned; (b) John Lechle1ter 
dent participation. For this reason What were the arguments for and·:::}!)l~ n9t ~un.; ~nd (c) Zc;no narrowly 
we are asking for your help in the against Dybicz? Let us reme.in~r ·_won_~~· d1rt1est el~ct1o~ ~'ve ever 
construction of such an evaluation. Dybi~z· 'character: idealistic ;· se~n 1~ ~school; h1s pos1t1on must 
An organizational meeting will be politically influential, and prone t~ h~v.e. mflue~c~d some voters .. A 
. held in the Hearth Room, Wednes- emotionalism in · pursuit of, his P.~btJcally~qtotJvated VP can m-
day February 19th at I :30. Anyone "values" a politician. His crusade, to fluence voters ("I'm already part of 
wishing ·to help is strongly en-. make Xavier a Sixties idealistic the executive process"), control sub-
couraged to attend. If you cannot at- utopia, has long since been dismissed committe~s: hav~ access to inacce~si­
tend or if you have any q~estions or by realists as dead. But he may freely ble AdmmJStratJon figures-wh1ch 
suggestions, contact us at 745-3179. fight for his cause: 1 don't agree with senato~s or "plebeians" have n~ op-
Again we emphasize the necessity of him. Speaking to the Senate, he portumty to do. Voters gravitate 
towards an incumbent #2 man, figur-
ing he has more "executive 
knowledge." Besides, an appointed 
VP doesn'teven have the minimal 
popular mandate of an elect.ed one 
(perhaps he was elected Senator, but 
Vjce President...?); he or she still has 
the power and position. Why can't 
we have an interim, apolitical person 
in office? Only two months remain 
until the election: why give possible 
candidates (i.e., non-seniors) any 
possible advantage? · 
' . 
Other relevant points were raised. 
Senator Moroney wanted the office 
filled for its own sake (who cancelled 
on January 7, Jim?). · 
Senator Rolandelli naively stated 
that incumbency makes no 
difference in elections. Senator out 
of that post? Senator Maffia had an 
excellent argument-why take an 
excellent senator out of that post? 
· Senator Strayhorne had an attitude 
of "if Mac says it's so, it's so" (when 
has he been right?), while Senators 
Foley and Russo agreed with the 
stepping-stone idea. To use Senator 
. Rolandelli's argueme0t, let him win 
on his own merits, if incumbency 
doesn't matter. Then nobody can 
complain of McCaffrey appointing 
Dybicz to heiiJ h~ in April. 
I agree with the opposition. 
Allowing the current front-runner (if 
he runs) to be one-up on his op-
ponen~s come.ele.c;tion time, by selec-
t.io0, riot.Cieetioli;' letting a partisan 
politician. ~\old ap office properly 
held by.a honpartisan non-aspirant 
to hig~er ,offic!:, < i~ a mistake that 
could only lead' to the further 
cheapening of an office and Senate 
already tarnished by political abuse 
and stubborn idealism. 
Raymond Lebowski, '77 
Brockman Hall 
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In unions there is strain 
By Tom· Flynn 
Student government is devoted to Improve-
ment in the q•Hty of student Hfe • ~-.it stresses 
as its top priority the personal development; 
maturity, and _intellectual growth of its 
members ••• -Xavier 1974-1976 Catalogue, 
p.ll . 
Well, it's business as usual at X.U. After 
months of Student Sandbox, er, Senate 
rhetoric and a real live zing~zowie 1968 style 
Student Protest with real Left-Wing Radicals, 
somebody has seriously thought about the 
how of increasing student power in decision-
making. Personally, I'm not sold on the idea 
· that We The Students must rise up and smite 
the (check one) domineering, autocratic, filthy 
capitalist, dirty Communist, slave-holding 
Administration. If I was sold on the idea, 
though, I'd be afraid that Pat Sayres' pioneer-. 
ing attempt to give Xavier an Antioch-style 
StudentUnion is not the way to do it·. 
Xavier is not your ordinary University-at 
least, it's not the kind of university for which 
the student union was designed. To succeed, a 
student union absolutely must be able to calla 
crippling student strike, or it can't command 
credibility in bargaining. A student union 
whose strikes cannot cause its university to 
lose important finances or create em-
barrassing lapses in the schools's fulfillment of 
community commitments may as well forget 
the whole thing. Given the nature of Xavier, I 
doubt whether a student strike according to 
the example of the conventional student union 
could do any of those things. · · 
In order to be effective, a conventional 
, strike must involve a majority of the students. 
Any attempted general strike here would have 
to command the active support of all five types 
of students: dorm undergrads, off-campus un-
dergrads, commuter undergrads living at 
home, grad students, and CCE students. 
Frankly, I just can't see too many graduate 
students and CCE people joining a strike. I'm 
not insulting any body's school spirit or sense 
of values here: I'm just noting that these 
students are o{ten locked into overwhelming 
career commitments and simply can't get that 
involved in the campus. 
If anybody's keeping score out there, that 
was over half Xavier's total enrollment I've 
just written off. 
Fully half of the remaining forty-odd per-
cent are undergrad commuters living in the 
family home. Generally, many of these 
students come from a private school 
background, a conservative Catholic up-
bringing, and maybe even an alumni family. 
The pressure on these students not to strike is 
likely to be terrific. 
Of course, some commuters will strike, as 
will many dormiesand most ofthe off .:Campus 
residents. This leaves us with a grand total of 
25-35% of the student ~ody. Barring 
something outrageous like the excommunica-
tion ofThird Floor Kuhlman, I don't think the 
other 65-75% can be expected to strike. 
This automatically rules out a conventional 
student union. A general strike where two-
. thirds of the "strikers" cross the picket lines is 
about as profitable as trying to figure out who 
is whose secretary in the Student Senate office. 
More important, the bargaining tools (read 
that "threats") employed by most student un-
ions aren't going to be as deadly to Xavier as to 
most schools-and they will therefore be that 
much less effective. 
Student unions first began at universities. 
which paid only a fraction of their operating · 
· c95ts out of tuition, getting the rest from 
. grants which were often detem_tined by act.ual 
·attendance. Class boycotts reduce actual 
attendance-and with · them the grants. 
Students were used as gophers in vast, 
lucrative research projects-which might not . 
come to a school frequently crippled by 
strikes. And students were often involved in all 
phases of their university's often huge com-
munity commitment; allowing a strike to 
retard civic programs for any long period was 
bad public relations. In short, student unions. 
bargained effectively becaus'e they were in a 
position to hurt their alma mater. 
Xavier is another thing. Wl;lat can a general 
strike really do to Xavier? We can all stop go- . 
ing to classes-but since tuition pays so much 
of Xavier's operating costs, the University 
doesn't lose money. on it. Strike as we 
may, we've still signed the tuition contract, 
and we have to keep the money flowing into 
the bursar. In fact, since unused buildings re-
quire less heat and maintenance, a prolonged 
class boycott would probably make money for 
the University. 
We can boycott activities, but that's only 
spiting ourselves. If a class boycott doen't 
force a settlement, we won't get anywhere by 
suspending publication of the News and 
cancelling Marketing Club meetings. We can't 
affect research, since there's so little of it and 
thus seldom requires student help; the same 
holds true for community commitment, which 
is the province of the Administration when it 
exists at all. 
I don't believe it will work to transpl~nt an 
AntiOch-style student union to Xavier, simply 
because Xavier is immune to the conventional 
union's bargaining tools. In fact, after we've 
signed the tuition and housing contracts, there 
isn't a whole heck of a lot we can still do that 
Xavier isn't immune to. 
If student power is desirable (another ques-
tion entirely), a student union can create it_: 
but it must be a different kind of student un-
ion, tailored to the different kind of institution 
Xavier is. Since strikes can't affect Xavier 
· significantly during class terms, the ideal un-
ion would call necessary strikes at those times 
when . students can exercise a significant 
choice-mainly, before they affix pen to paper 
and legally bind themselves to Xavier for 
another semester. 
A student union tailored to Xavier would 
actually be a union of potential students. It 
would be a unio~ of individuals, of citizens, of 
consumers in the education market who are 
not yet students during the semester ~urrcntly 
.. being ~gotiated . 
This union would be some kind of 
organization (a corporation perhaps) that 
would exist completely separated from stu-
dent government, not even affliliated with the 
University,like a trade union inanopenshop. 
The union would be student-run, supported 
~y union dues levied on the membership. The 
union member has one obligations·, and one 
only, but it's a corker .He drops out of Xavier 
the following semester if a strike is called. This 
student union spurns farcical tools like class . 
boycotts or activity strikes. It goes right to 
Xavier's nitty gritty: it can threaten the Ad-
ministration with the spectre of large portions 
of the student body upping and going 
elsewhere. 
This kind of union solves both the problem 
of real bargaining power and the problem of 
small active support I mentioned earlier. You 
don't need 35% of the student body for a 
.. registration strike." If only 10% of the 
students transferred en masse, it would be a 
terrific blow. 
This isn't as ridiculous as it sounds. For all 
that we joke about it, old XU has a pretty good 
academic reputation. If you're getting decent' 
grades here, you can transfer into about three-
fourths of America's schools at the drop of a 
hat. If you're barely passing here, that's still 
plenty to get you into most State schools, es-
pecially your home state's. Today, there are 1• 
more universities than students to fill them.,J 
and "taking your business elsewhere" requires 
little more than the will to do so. 
I'm not saying anything about whether this 
should be done-my personal belief is that if 
Student Government is indicative of the 
political sophistication of the students as a 
wh~le. we don't deserve a voice in how 
decisions are made-but if the students are 
determined to acquire power, this is the only 
way it can be accomplished at Xavier U niver-
sity. Most previous proposals, Mr. Sayres' in-
cluded, have insisted that students can 
successful approach the Administration as if 
we were "citizens" ofthe University communi-
ty. But at Xavier we are merely consumers of 
University services, and once the contracts are 
signed and the money is paid, we lose even 
that. . 
My proposal operates on the (I hope) more 
realistic assumption that Xavier is a business, 
a competitor on the education market. And if 
the Book of Nader has taught us anything, it's 
that when you deal with a business, you do 
your haggling before you sign on the dotted 
line. 
Fine Arts begins to pick up 
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In his· ·first year· as Charinian .··of· 
Xavier's Fihe Arts · Department, Br. 
Jerome Pryor discussed theprog~am 
:with News writerSh@nnon Flynn. 
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Xavier University has a new and long over-
due Fine Arts Department. Several important . 
events occurred this year to upgrade the 
teaching of Fine Arts at Xavier. Father John 
N. Felten, S.J., Dean of Arts and Sciences, ex-
plained that fundamental to the new changes 
were the Corbett Foundation's $75,000. grant, 
bringing Dr. Clifford Barnes to Xavier, and 
the addition of Brother Jerome Pryor, S.J., to 
the Xavier faculty. Dr. Pryor is now head of 
the Fine Arts Department. 
Previously Xavier has had only meager Fine 
Arts offerings: One. · music appreciation 
course, the History of Art, begun in 1962; the 
History of Li~rature and Music, introduced 
in 1970. These served as humanities electives. 
Xavier students interested in fine arts general-
ly participated in courses and exhibitions at 
Edgecliff College. However, Father Felton 
has been interested for many years in having 
Fine Arts incorporated · into Xavier's 
curriculum. Felton told the News that every 
student "needs exposure to the aesthetic side 
of life. They'll find it an enormous help later if 
they have a sympathy for art and music." 
Felton commented on Fine Arts programs 
. at neighboring colleges, "Cincinnati's a good 
area and we are lucky to have such a good 
relationship with the other schools. Because of 
the Consortium, there is' no problem .with 
transferring credit for art courses taken · 
elsewhere. So we're not trying to compete." 
Xavier is offering a two-semester inter-
disciplinary course for freshmen, combining 
World. Literature, History of Fine Arts and 
Western Civilization, taught by professors 
Rettig, Barnes,Fontana, Gruber and Fr. Bren-
nan. Also and entirely new course in Studio 
• Drawing is being offered·byBr. Jerry Pryor in 
the Carriage House Studio next to Marion· 
Hall. 
Dr. Pryor comes ta Xavier with an ·im~ 
pressive bacqround in art and film study. Dr. 
Pryor is the farst Jesuit brother to receive a 
doctorate. Pryor acquired his doctorate from 
Wayne State University in 1972 in the 
Humanities, "Interdisciplinary Studies, 
specifically." My whole bacqround has been 
evenly divided between Art, History ·and 
·Music, whicb is more important for students," 
than an intense concentration in a limited 
area, he told the News. 
Dr. Pryor is from the University of Detroit, 
where he was on the Curatorial Staff of the 
Detroit Institute of Art. He has also designed 
and execute4 such projects as murals in two 
Detroit restaurants, a stained glass mural. in 
Detroit's Cobo Hall convention center, and 
the contemporary interior of St. Regis Church 
in Birmingluim, Michigan. Pryor instructed 
art and film classesatJohnCarroll University. 
He arrived at Xavier this fali after six months 
of painting murals and teaching in Australia. 
Pryor has been commissioned to paint 27 · 
murals within Xavier's Schott Jesuit 
Residence. 
During his stay here Dr. Pryor became in-
terested in Xavier and Fr. Felton persuaded 
him t·o stay and join the faculty. Felten was es-
pecia~y interested in Pryor because of Pryor's 
interest in art and painting, as well as his 
strong academic background in History, 
Literature, and Film. Xavier needed someone 
able to address himself to a broad spectrum of 
studies. "The Arts do not develop in a 
vacuum," Felten said, "politics, art and 
literature reflect each other. Our interest is to 
articulate how they fit in." This is the basic 
principle behind the Interdisciplinary Studies 
course, and the introduction of the Studio Art 
course here. This attitude is closely allied to 
Dr. Pryor's own favorite view of art, "I think it 
is good, not wrong, to emphasize appeal to all 
parts of the human being so as to make a 
greater impact on the total personality. And I 
have become increasingly interested in the mo-
tion picture as an art form since it is so very 
interdisciplinary." (quoted from an interview 
by C.J. McNaspy S.J.) 
Presently, Dr. Pryor's Studio Drawing 
course.isa two-semester unit combining p.rac-
tical art and theorectical techniques. "The best 
way of learning to appreciate art is b)' trying 
the techniques yourself." Pryor has set up the 
course so that one term consists of abstract 
techniques and one term realistic techniques,' 
plus an Art H istol)' course. Dean Felten ex~ 
pressed hopes that the new program "will ex-
pand, although we're not ready yet for a Fine 
Arts major." 
J 
Education 
.from page 1 
. preparation for the state evaluations 
"has forced people to look at 
themselves" and "has led to a 
departmental philosophy for the 
first time in a long time." 
C1,1rrently, the Education Depart-
ment is one of Xavier·~ largest, with 
approximately 225 undergraduate 
students and almost 1600 in the 
graduate program. Despite its size, 
Schweikert felt that one of the 
Education Department's strengths 
in the individual attention that it is 
able to give to its students. "Classes 
are generally small," Schweikert 
stated, "and we are able to provide 
individualized counselling for our 
students." In addition. he feels that 
Xavier is fortunate in having Educa-
tion teachers who are themselves ac-
tive in the field rather than "straight 
. out of teacher's coliege." 
Schweikert also noted that in re-
cent years the Xavier Education 
program has placed increasing 
emphasis on actual classroom ex-
The BKk Pllg• is a classified section 
available to students. faculty, and staff of Xavier 
University. Ads should not exceed twenty words 
and mustbesubmitted In writing attheUnlversi· 
ty Center Information Desk c/o Th• BKk P1111• 
no later than the Sunday preceding publication. 
Sorry, no ad will be repeated unless resub· 
mitted. 
SOMETHING YOU'VE ALWAYS WANTED TO 
TRY. but never h:id the cani:e? join xu··, SAILING 
CLUII! Meet Tuesday 7:30 Fordham Rm: 7:00 
lleginner's Instruction. Smo-o-oth sailing taught. 
NEED AN APPROPRIATELY PI;ACED PILLOW? 
Call Gene for the inside facts. 
CAFETERIA NOW SERVING LAMBCHOPS by 
special -request. Reserve a dale NOW for this Ohio 
delicacy. 
KATH, TOO MUCH OS results in tOrs. Call Mark 
Eden for further developments. 
WANTED: 100ft. garden hose for various garden ac·. 
tivities. Hoses accepled by appointment only. 
WEATHER: Cincinnati. rain: Tampa. sunshine: 
Denver. snow; Detroit, WINDY. 
SARAH: Happy Valentine's Day. I love you. Cliff. 
STUDY IN AUSTRIA 
at the 
Universi·ty of Vienna 
Summer School 
Strobl, Austria 
July 6- August 16 
• no knowledge of German re-
quired 
• receive academic credit 
• partial scholarships available 
Contact: 
Dr. Alfred Beigel, Hinkle 
Hall115 
745-3665 (office) 
221-0846 (home) 
ALIVE? - We offer a one-year oppor-
tunity to come Alive. Live and work 
among the sick and poor people in 
America. Share education and talents, 
Learn from community and cultural 
experiences. Develop philosophy of 
Service. Live on stipend. Challenged? 
·write: Sister Monica, 2335 Fairview 
Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45219. 
RESEARCH 
Thousands of Topics 
· $2.75 per page 
Send for your up-to·date, 160·page, 
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00 
to cover postage !delivery time is 
1 to 2 days). 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC. 
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025 
12131 477-8474 or 477-5493 
Our resttrcll material is sold for 
reu~rcll 11slst1nct only. 
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Games 
from page 1 
perience for its students. This is in 
line with new norms soon to bees-
tablished bv the state which will call 
for an incre.ase from 250 to600 hours 
of classroom experience for Educa-
tion majors. It's hard to play when your hands are 
Among the present weaknesses of cold." · 
the department, Schweikert felt, is There were rumors of a highly 
an over-abundance of part-time competitive "Jeopardy" game going 
faculty. This will be remedied, at onthesecondfloorofHusmanHall, 
least in part. by the addition of but this was denied when a resident 
another full-time faculty member to said that went out a while ago. 
the gmduate division of the depart- "No", he said, "We play an awful 
ment next fall. lot of darts. though". There was a 
Another problem concerns lack of wing tournament before Christmas, 
space. Schweikert hopes that this and the teams even had T -shirts 
difficulty will be overcome by Psy- made ·up. But they realized how ex-
chologicat. Services' plan to move · pensive tt was getting when they'd 
from the offices it presently shares gone through two dart boards. Now 
with the Education Department in they're playing "Hall golf', where all 
the Joseph Building. Additi·onal you need is a moveable hole. The 
space will become available soon only problem with all this excite-
when several rooms on the second . · ment going on is that if you wanted 
floor of Schmidt Hall are converted to see it you'd probably get knocked 
into Education offices and resource . down in one of the floor's bicycle 
centers, a move made possible by a races. Needless to say, Husman's se-
grant from the Monsanto Company. cond floor is a busy little group. 
The ·final judgement of the Marion Hall is something 
Department's strengths and diffe.rent altogether. There've bee.n · 
weaknesses, however, won't come constant basketball, ping-pong, and 
until late April, sometime after the pool tournaments within the dorm 
state evaluators have completed since who knows when. But the 
their campus visit. Hopefully, what newest addition to the piace, anelec-
they see and hear at that time will tric slot-car racing set, has caused 
coincide with what they read in the some new adventures. It has even 
Departmental report. been known to take participants· 
away from the popcorn eating con-
tests! 
Of course the most memorable 
·event in Xavier game-playing history 
happened during final week of last. 
semester. A group of guys from the 
first floor of Kuhlman Hall were dis-
cussing the facfthaUhey'd be pulling 
all-nighters. Naturally, within the 
studious context of the times, a 
friend asked what the difficult exam 
was-that they were all studying for 
that night. 
"Exam?", one answered, "You're 
kidding! We're playing Monopoly!" 
ROTC· 
from page 5 
all the women in saying "ROTC is a 
good deal.~· women seem to feel this 
especially in the tightly competi~ive 
job market, .since ROTC provtdes 
financial assistance in continuing 
education and a job after graduation 
in the cadet's chosen profession. 
"I would never have joined ROTC 
if I thought I would have to be out 
shooting people in combat;'' Melin-
da Merz admits. Cheryle Bernhard, 
who comes from a family 
background that· has ties with the 
military, also has reservations about . 
the justice of war. She feels, 
however, that familiarizing herself 
with actual military structures will 
enable-her to judge the military more 
knowledgeably. · 
The women in ROTC are satisfied 
with the program as it is offered, 
without courses appealing specifical-
ly to ferriale cadets. Most agreed they 
would not like the program as well if 
it were not equal for men and 
women. 
Senate 
from page 1 
a "drink and drown" with the gambl-. 
ing and entertainment neglected. 
The Senate did agree to help sub-
sidize t~e weekenc;t up to $1400. 
President McCaffrey reported on 
the activities of the Committee on 
· Campus Life . which. studied the 
social life, dorm life, and the food· 
and health services on the campus 
for the first semester. 
McCaffrey also reported on a 
meeting with Fr. Brennan, · the 
·Academic Vice President, on the 
criteria for obtaining special grants 
to aid students who will be unable to 
pay the new flat-rate tuition. 
A new committee of five students, 
charged with reviewing and revising 
the present Constitution, was form-: 
ed by the Senate. 
Mimi Henz was .elected un-
anim_ously to take over as secretary 
to the Senate. 
Catchup 
in6 ·· ·weeks. 
If you missed the first 2 years of 
Army ROTC, you can make it up. in 
our 6-week Basic Camp. 
·Frankly, it's tough. You cram a 
regular 2-year course into 6-weeks. 
That'll keep you hopping. You'll earn 
over $500.00plus travel allowance. 
There's no obligation for taking the 
Basic Camp. In fact, you can quit_ any 
time you like (but over 90% finished 
last year's camp.) 
ThEm, return to college and go into 
the Advanced Course. You'll get,$100 
a·month.and earn a commission while 
you're earning your degree. 
The Basic Camp is open for men and 
·women. Check it out. It's one summer 
you'll never forget! 
Army ROTC; The more you look at 
it, the better it looks. 
. Army ROTC 
Xavier University 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207 
I mined tiie lint part of 
Fnnmllll ROTC. Tell me bow I 
can mue it up lllld lltill.tut t1w 
. AdvancedCo-iDmyJUDior;reu. 
Miu 
Mn. · .. ,, ___________ _ 
